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Happily never after

•

UCF course teaches the
Grimm reality about
fairy tales - SEE FAIRY TALES, A2
I

•

..
•

HOUSE

_./ CALL 911t HIS
ROOMS

Riders finish second in nation
JERRIANN SULLIVAN
Contributing Writer

•

An Ohio man called 911 after
arguing With his 28-year-old son
over a messy bedroom.The son,
who'.s a school board member in
Bedford, Ohio, threw a plate offood
across the kitchen table and made a
fist at his father when he told him to
dean his room.
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FIRE

WATER BOWL
AND SUNSHINE

The University of Central Florida's Equestrian
Club placed second in the
Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association's Hunter Seat
National Championship on
April 23.
Junior legal studies
major Alisha Mays competed against 17 other teams at
the Miller Coliseum in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. and
placed second to be named

Alicia Mays, a legal
studies major, cares
for and practiced for
Nationals on Gatson,
a Warmblood at
Wendover Place
farms. For the IHSA
show, Mays rode
Evan, a horse
provided by the
competition.

the IHSA National Reserve
Champion in the Individual
Novice Equitation on the
flat division.
"Bob Cacchione, the
founder of IHSA, told me
that over 8,000 people ride
in the IHSA. and only about
450 qualify for nationals
each year;• Mays said
To be eligible to compete at nationals, riders
compete in different levels
and earn points for how
PLEASE SEE

ASHLEYINGUANTA /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Uncover
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Afire broke out Sunday due to a
sunny day and a dog's water bowl.
Investigators said the glass bowl of
water focused enough sunlight to
magnify the glass and start the
wood deck of the home on fire,
causing an estimated $215,000 in
damage.The homeowners were
away, but
ily dog was

Working on those tanlines? Need
somewhere to relax this summer? We
know all the best beaches to go to for
tanning, surfing or partying.
-
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Breaking

news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2

JEOPARDY COMES TO
THE CLASSROOM TO
TEACH STUDENTS
•

Faculty members will now be able
to create and customize their own
jeopardy games to give students a
new way of learning in the
classroom and to help students
with in classroom reviews.

I

. I
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MOTHER CHARGED IN
4-MONTH-OLD
BABY'S DEATH
Authorities say 30-year-old
Christal Giachetti who was
charged in the death of her 4month-old baby has been
returned to Volusia County after
being arrested in New York.

NATION & WORLD, A4

ARREST ORDERED
FOR MOM OF BOY, 13,
RESISTING CHEMO
Authorities nationwide are on the
lookout Wednesday for a mother
and her 13-year-old cancerstricken son who fled after
refusing the chemotherapy that
doctors say could save his life.
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Fifty artists, from the Modem Skirts to the Dark

Staff recommendations
for sweet summer reads

Romantics, lit up the stages of five different
venues last weekend at the Orange You Glad
Music Festival in Winter Park.

Ready to pick up those books again? CentralFlorida Future
editors share their favorite summer reading for poolside
lounging.

Music festival review will be your main squeeze

IM waiting lists put students on the bench
ABBY MORESHEAD
Contributing Writer

Many students wanting to play
intramural sports this spring were
stopped in their tracks and placed
on waiting lists due to a lack of
resources to meet the high
demand
"I was angry just because I
played volleyball throughout high
school and wanted to continue
playing during college, however
was unable to because the IM waiting list was full," said sophomore
hospitality
major
Brendan
Thomas.
Thomas signed up online to
play two-on-two sand volleyball
with his roommate, but they were
placed on the waiting list after neither one attended the mandatory
captain's meeting. Thomas was in

MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Construction begins on the RWC's expansion. The plan will add 4S,OOO square feet of space to the gym.

classes the day of the captain's
meeting and his roommate forgot
to attend the meeting. When

Thomas contacted IM staff later
that week, all spots were filled.
Once teams are .ij_ut on the w ait-

ing list for a particular sport, they
can only play w hen another team
has forfeited or decided that they
are unable to p lay before the season begins, said Lacey Carter, a
UCF Intramural Sports graduate
assistant.
Four-on-four flag football h ad
around 22 teams on its waiting list,
floor hockey had approximately 14
teams on its waiting list, and threeon-three basketball had roughly 30
teams on it s waiting list, Carter
said
Other sports that had waiting
lists include softball, which had 100
teams sign up but room for only 70
squads. One cause for these wait ing lists is a shortage of space to
play and staff to supervise the
sports. UCF is working to alleviate
PLEASE SEE
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A2
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Jeopardy in the classroom
Faculty members will
now be able to create and
customize their own jeopardy games to give students a new way of learning in the classroom.
Attend
the
meeting
explaining this program
on Thursday from 10:30
a.m. to 11:30 am. in room
207 of Classroon Building
1.
For more information
contact Kevin Yee at 407823-3544.

Learn to create video Friday
Discover the basics
behind an average video
camera Friday from 9 a.m.
to 11 am. in Room 202 of
Classroom Building 1.
After this session you
will be prepared to create,
manipulate and archive
digital video.
Contact Ryan Retherford at 407-823-2571 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Mother charged in baby's
death returns to Fla.
DAYTONA BEACH, Authorities say a woman
charged in the death of her
4-month-old baby has been
returned to Volusia County
after being arrested in New
York.
The Volusia sheriff's
office reports that 30-yearold Christal Giachetti was
arrested at a relative's
home in Guilford, NY., on
May
8.
A
sheriff's
spokesman said Monday
that she had been returned
to Florida
Authorities say Giachetti has given conflicting
accounts of how her baby
was left unattended in the
tub at her Ormond Beach
home. An investigation of
the April 6 drowning concluded the death was not
intentional, but sheriff's ·
deputies say Giachetti's
negligence caused her
son's death.
Giachetti has been
charged with aggravated
manslaughter. She was
being held on $150,000 bail.

Woman who left fatal crash
wants probation to end
TAMPA - A former
west Florida elementary
school dance teacher who
spent two years on house
arrest for a fatal hit-andrun crash wants her probation period to end early.
Jennifer Porter pleaded
guilty in 2005 to charges to
leaving the scene of the
2004 crash that killed two
brothers and injured two
other siblings. The Land O'
Lakes resident is expected
back in court Thursday,
where she will request an
early end to her probation.

-- ----
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Editor-in-Chief
Kari Wilberg x213

CARMEN CARROQUINO
Staff Writer

Once thought to be the stuff of childhood
memories, fairy tales have brought a little
grown-up magic to UCF students with the
"Fairy Tales: From Disney to Grimms to
Beyond" course offered in the Burnett Honors
College.
"Fairy tales persist because they are short,
gripping stories that are able to be re-told over
generations," said Kevin Yee, who has taught
the honors course for the past four semesters.
"What keeps people captivated are the different
spins that can be made to 'the stories, while the
morals can be lost for entertainment purposes."
This spring, a group of 20 honor students
looked back on some beloved and not-sobeloved fairy tales to uncover their origins, culture and the psychology behind the fascination
with these stories.
Yee said the purpose of the class is to teach
critical thinking and problem solving in the conte~ of teaching students "not to consume cultural artifacts."
He said the course helps students analyze
the world around them and offers a philosophy
to think differently about everything they've
experienced and will experience. Yee has a
Ph.D. in German Literature, with fairy tales as
part of his expertise.
"It's not all about revising your childhood
impressions, but about seeing things in a new
and complex light," Yee said.
In the course, students studied fairy tales
mostly from Europe, with particular emphasis
on major authors such as ,Giambattista Basile,
Charles Perrault, Hans Christian Andersen and
the Brothers Gr.inun.
While studying these tales, they would compare and contrast the classic versions of the
tales (for example, Cinderella, Snow White,
Sleeping Beauty, and the Little Mermaid) with
the Disney film versions in a variety of "lenses,"
or angles of study.
The fairy tales were analyzed in a variety of
angles including Freudian, literary, historical,
, feminist, biblical and Marxist, Yee said.
"By comparing and contrasting classic European fairy tales to modem tales, such as Disney
classics, I learned about longevity of storytelling and the emergence and change of fairy
tales in popular culture," said Sylvana Fernandez,
a
senior
double-majoring
in
advertising/public relations and film.
"There are so many complex layers to these
stories that people assume are simple since they
tend to be read to children, but all my reading
and research on the tales led to a lot of discoveries and changed my perspective on their
· value and significance," Fernandez said.
In the class, students.were given a variety of
reading and writing assignments where they
were asked to review literary articles and interpret the tales by writing theses of agreement or
disagreement on their context or content,
Additionally, with most assignments done in
groups, students looked at different authors of
the same tale, and were asked to write their own
fairy tales with the same style of each particular
author.
, "My friends would laugh and pass it off as an
'easy' class, but it's probably been one of the
most challenging, intense and interesting courses I've taken," Fernandez said.
For Lauren Fielding, a junior majoring in
event management in the Rosen College of
Hospitality Management, the course was like a
"cultural gem" to her passion for storytelling
and culture.
''They [fairy tales] come to us through centuries of re-tellings, and they change a little with
each culture, so they provide us with a more
personal understanding of their historic origins,'' Fielding said. "The class encouraged us to
yze everything through many lenses. The
sense of meaning, culture, and history that I
walked away with is invaluable.''
Fielding said that something unexpected she
:f'oµ,nd about the course was that many fairy
were not based on fantasy, but on life les-
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Kevin Yee, Ph.D, has taught the Fairy Tales from Disney to Grimms
to Beyond course for the past four semesters.
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sons and morals to keep children ethical.
"Many fairy tales were told by peasants as
moral lessons with very practical messages,"
Fielding said. "They weren't escapist stories
that encouraged children to reach for their
dreams. The dream that 'Your wish will come
true' is what we think of today, but back then,
the moral was 'You can't count on anyone but
yourself, and you need a lot of luck to make it."'
She said that her view of fairy tales has
changed by not seeing them as fantasy stories,
but as realities with practical messages for some
cultures.
"Fairy tales are 'Pull yourself up by your boot
straps,' not, ½nyone can be a princess,"' Fielding
said.
Yee said he hopes the course continues to
update itself with more multimedia elements
beyond just films. He said he wants the interdisciplinary course to expand beyond psychological interpretations to more cultural studies.
UCF's close proximity to Disney has not
influenced why the course is being taught, Yee
said He said the course is also taught on campuses in Iowa. Minnesota and California.
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Course redefines the "happily ever after"

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

In the May 18 issue, the
article titled "Research may
lessen HIV risk" incorrectly
spelled Louis Manfredo's
name as Luis. It was also
reported that he is the executive director of the Central
Florida Haven ofHope, but is
actually the secretary treasurer. Roxanne Nordquist is the
executive director ofCFilll.
It was incorrectly stated in
the article "Construction
cramps space" that the parking lots south of the fence
near the Visual Arts Building
would reopen Aug. 23, 2009.
'Chey are set to r~pen Aug.

•
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Going to graduate school?
Learn about the different ways a graduate
degree could further your
career on Thursday from
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in Room
185C of Ferrell Commons.
Contact Career Services at 407-823-2361 for
more information.
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Showers and thunderTHUNDER
SHOWERS

High:77°
Low:70°

showers likely. Winds Eat 15 to 25
mph. Chance of rain 60%.
Tonight: Showers and thundershowers likely. Winds Eat 10 to 20
mph. Chance of rain 70%.
~

Friday

High: 18°

THUNDERSTORMS

Low: 70°

Saturday

High: 82°
SCATTERED STORMSJow:
70°
y

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition. and 5
p.m. Tuesday for the Thursday
edition, an~ 5 p.m.
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•
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NATION &

WORID
Keep current with headlines

from around the globe

Arrest ordered for mom of
boy, 13, resisting chemo
NEW ULM, Minn. Authorities nationwide
are
on the lookout
Wednesday for a mother
and her 13-year-old cancer-stricken son who fled
after
refusing
the
chemotherapy that doctors say could save the
boy's life.
Colleen Hauser and her
son, Daniel, who has
Hodgkin's
lymphoma,
apparently
left
their
southern Minnesota home
sometime after a doctor's
appointment and courtordered X-ray on Monday
showed his tumor had
grown.
Brown County District
Judge John Rodenberg,
who had ruled last week
that Daniel's parents were
medically neglectip.g him,
issued an arrest warrant
Tuesday
for
Colleen
Hauser and ruled her in
contempt of court.
The
boy's
father,
Anthony Hauser, testified
he didn't know where his
wife and son were but had
made no attempt to find
them.
'
As
of Wednesday
morning, the mother and
son still had not been
found; said Carl Rolloff, a
sheriff's dispatcher.

COUR STEVE MAXWELL/ CAMPUSEQUESTRIAN.COM

Alicia Mays displays her IHSA award next to her trainer, Lesli Isaacson.

Team gallops to
finals in 7th year
FROM

Prosecutor: Gaza probe goes
on without Israeli OK
GENEVA - A U.N.ordered investigation into
possible war crimes in
Gaza will proceed, the
chief investigator said
Wednesday, dei;pite Israeli
objections to what it calls
an "intrinsically flawed"
probe.
Israel has yet to give
the U.N. investigators
assurances it will let them
enter its territory, and they
will travel to Gaza through
Egypt if necessary to
begin the probe, said
Richard Goldstone.
"I'm disappointed, and
the members of the mission are disappointed, that
we've had no positive
response from the Israeli
government," Goldstone
said.
~ ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Siblings who aren't yet 16
earn college degrees
HOBBS, N.M. - At an
age when most students
are just starting to think
about going to college,
John McGraw, 15, and his
sister, Jessica, 14, graduated
with associate's degrees
from New Mexico Junior ·
College earlier this month.
The siblings, who were
home-schooled
during
their junior high and high
school years, are the
youngest students to earn
degrees from the junior
college.
Jessica is graduating
with a 4.0 grade point average and earned 96 credit
hours, and John has a 3.6
GPA and earned 93 credit
hours.

Guns on campus bill passes
first Senate vote Tuesday

•
•
•
•

AUSTIN, Texas
Texas concealed handgun
license holders could carry
weapons into public college classrooms and dorms
under a bill given preliminary approval Tuesday by
the state Senate.
Supporters say the bill
reinforces the constitutional right to bear arms and
could prevent mass murders such as the 2007
shootings at Virginia Tech.
Opponents say it would
make campuses more dangerous
adding the
potential for typical college
disputes
over grades,
romances and fraternity
rivalries to become deadly
- and also could lead to
more suicides.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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well they ride.
First, riders compete in
eight to 12 shows locally
from August to March.
Once a rider earns 35
points, they qualify for the
regional competition at
the conclusion of the season.
"Our region is the second hardest in the nation,"
said Lesli Isaacson, of
Orlando, who is UCF's
equestrian coach and
trainer at Wendover Place.
Once at the regional
level, the rider must earn
enough points to move on
to zones.
''Last year we were seventh in our zone:' Isaacson
said
The rider must place in
the top four of their zone
to be eligible for the
national competition.
At the Zone 5, Region 3
competition, Mays placed
second in her class qualifying her for the zone
championships.
At
the
Zone
5
championships,
Mays
placed first in her class
qualifying her for the
IHSAshow.
"It is really, really hard
to get to nationals," Isaacson said.
This was the first year
the
Equestrian
Club
ranked first in the zone
competition and sent a
rider to nationals.
"It was very impressive
for her and our school,"
said junior anthropology
major Catherine Anne
Cassidy, a member of
UCF's equestrian team
who traveled to nationals
with Mays and Isaacson.
The Equestrian Club at
UCF is young in comparison to its competitors,
Isaacson said. Centenary
College celebrated its 30th
year competing at nationals while UCF's team has
only been established for
seven years.
"I don't really count the
first three years," Isaacson
said, "it is only the last two
to three years that we have
gone to every local show."
Mays has been riding
with UCF's team for two
years. She started riding
horses in Tampa when she
was 12 years old
As a freshman at UCF,
Mays joined the equestrian club then tried out for
the Hunt Seat Team.
She made it on the
team that year and will be
one of the co-captains this
year.
"She wants it," Isaacson
said. "She wants it to the
point that she can taste it."
Mays placed second in
her class at the Zone 5,
Region 3 competition and
began training every day
with Isaacson to prepare
for the next competition.
"She had to ride every
single day - no exceptions:' Cassidy said "With
school, and her sorority
and work - she still had to
ride."
Once she competed in
the zones competition and
her spot at nationals was
confirmed, her t r ~ g

OLYMPIC
DISCIPLINES

10°/o OFF

Equestrian events were first
included in the Olympic Games in
1900. By 1912, all three Olympic
disciplines still seen today were part
of the games. The following forms of
competition are recognized
worldwide and are a part ofthe
equestrian events at the Olympics:

nails-Act,iie a Pink and White
Paraffin Treablents
Island Pedicures Iffianicures
J:IID P,ody Waxinq 1ffiassag+42

• Dressage ("training"in French)
involves the progressive training of
the horse to a high level of impulsion,
collection and obedience.
Competitive dressage has the goal of
showing the horse carrying out, on
request, the natural movements that
it performs without thinking while
running loose. One dressage master
has defined it as "returning the
freedom of the horse while carrying
the rider."
• Show jumping comprises a timed
event judged on the ability of the
horse and rider to jump over a series
of obstacles, in a given order and with
the fewest refusals or knockdowns of
portions ofthe obstacles.
• Eventing, also called combined
training, horse trials, the three-day
event, the Military, or the complete
test, puts together the obedience of
dressage with the athletic ability of
show jumping,the fitness demands
the cross-country jumping phase. In
the last-named, the horses jump over
fixed obstacles, such as logs, stone
walls, banks, ditches, and water,
trying to finish the course under the
"optimum time."There was also the
'Steeple Chase' Phase, which is now
excluded from most major
competitions to bring them in line
with the Olympic standard.
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schedule became more
rigorous, Isaacson said
"I told her 'Now you're
really going to bust your
butt,"' said Isaacson.
At the IHSA show, riders do not ride their own
horses. The host school
provides horses and each
rider draws a name from a
hat.
"This sort of puts
everyone on a more equal
playing field," Mays said.
She began training on
different types of horses
every day to prepare for
this aspect of the competition, Isaacson said
"You've got to be quite
competitive and brave in
order to do this type of
show," Isaacson said. ''You
couldn't even tell she was
nervous. She walked in the
ring like a pro."
Isaacson, Cassidy and
Mays arrived in Tennessee
a day before the competition to become acquainted
with the situation.
"We specifically went
up on Wednesday so we
could watch the horses all
day and take notes," Isaacson said. "It was worth all
the work in the end"
The three are preparing for the next season by
practicing during the summer months.
"This was the .first time
UCF sent someone to
nationals so we are just
staying in shape for the
next season," Mays said
To
join
UC F's
Equestrian Club or learn
more information please
visit their Web site at
www.ucfequestrian.com.

•
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Expansion to add equipment, fields for competition
FROM

Al

these issues with the expansion of
the Recreation and Wellness Center.
Construction has begun on an
expansion that will add approximately 45,000 square feet to the
gym, said Chad Morgan, associate
director of programs for the
RWC. Plans also include providing more field space for intramural sports.
"With the field expansion,
we're going to add three more
artificial turf fields, which will
give us six total, which will really
allow us to double the amount of
participation we have in intramural sports,'' said Gary Cahen, associate director of intramural
sports.
Morgan said the addition to
the gym is expected to open in the
fall of 2010, while the field
improvements could be finished
as early as spring 2010.
And while Carter said that
having more space will help
enable more students to play, students can improve their chances
of being able to play the IM sport
oftheir choice by being present or
having a representative at their

sport's captain's meeting.
Students who plan to be a team
captain for an IM sport are asked
to be present at these mandatory
captain's meetings, where they
confirm their team's intent to play
in that league. One meeting is
held each season for each sport.
Carter said approximately 5
percent of teams that sign up to
play an IM sport do not show up
at the captain's meetings, and are
then placed in leftover slots on a
first-come-first-serve basis.
Even if students do not come
to the meetings, they may still
have a chance to play if they get in
touch with the staff soon after the
meeting, he said
.
Carter said that students who
follow all the correct steps in signing up for intramural sports have
much better chances of actually
being able to play.
Team captains do not necessarily have to be present, as long
as they have someone present to
represent their team, he said
'½.s long as they can find a
friend, another teammate, a girlfriend. or anyone that can represent their team at the captain's
meeting, we are f'me with that,"
Carter said

E

AMPUS
ROSSINGS

a campus apartments community
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The lap pool at the RWC is closed off in preparation of construction on its expansion. The project is expected to cost approximately $11.8 million.

TOWNHOME STYLE UNITS - BILLIARD ROOM - TANNING BED - RECYCLING PROGRAM
DESIGNER INTERIORS - 24 HR FITNESS CENTER - HARDWOOD FLOORS - Wii GAMEROOM
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Improving UCF takes on tourney
RYAN BASS

MICHAEL VICK RELEASED,
BEGINS HOME CONFINEMENT

RICHMOND, Va. - Suspended NFL
star Michael Vick left a Kansas prison
before dawn Wednesday to begin
home confinement in Virginia, one of
his attorneys said, the latest step on a
journey that Vick hopes will lead to his
reinstatement.
Vick, who turns 29 in June, slipped
past waiting cameras and reporters to
leave a federal penitentiary in
Leavenworth after serving 19 months
for financing a dogfighting ring. He was
headed to Virginia by car to begin two
months of home confinement at his
five-bedroom house in Hampton before
ascheduled released from federal
custody on July 20.
"It's ahappy day for him to be starting
this part of the process;' Larry
Woodward, Vick's Virginia-based
attorney, said. "He looks forward to
meeting the challenges he has to meet:'
Vick, once the NFl.'.s highest-paid
player, will be allowed to leave the
house to work a $10-an-hour job as a
laborer for a construction company and
for other limited purposes approved by
his probation officer. He will be handed
a new set of rules when he begins
.serving three years of probation after
he is released from federal custody.
The transfer from the federal
penitentiary will allow Vick to begin
rebuilding his life, repairing his image
and working toward his goal of
reinstatement to the NFL.

NFL, PLAYERS UNION PLAN
TALKS ON NEW CBA
FORT LAUDERDALE - Talks on a
new collective bargaining agreement
between the NFL and the players
union are expected to begin next
month, with an eye on avoiding a
lockout that could disrupt the 2011
season.
Jeff Pash, the NFl.'.s executive vice
president and general counsel, said
Tuesday at the NFL meetings he
believes both the league and new
NFL Players Association executive
director DeMaurice Smith have laid "a
good groundwork for these
discussions to begin;' but stopped
short of saying how long they may
take:'
NFL owners opted out of the
collective bargaining agreement last
year, meaning there could be a laborrelated stoppage if a new deal isn't
struck for the 2011 season. Combined
with the global economic downturn
and the chance of a longer NFL
schedule, it seems possible talks
between the league and union could
be, at best, contentious.

Staff Writer

It seems like decades ago that the UCF Baseball team suffered arguably
its worst series of the season against East Carolina back in mid-March. At
least it seems that long ago to head coach Terry Rooney.
That weekend, the Knights (22-33) lost all three games to the Pirates
(41-15) by a combined score of49-7, but the Knights have improved since
then. They open the Conference USA tournament Wednesday looking to upset the top-seeded Pirates in the tournament and prove they
are a different team than the one that showed up in the March 2022 series.
"They played very well against us, but I think that what is good
to note is that it was early in March,'' Rooney said. "This is a
much different ball club than when we played up in North Carolina [early in the season]. I don't know what the results are
going to be, but we are a much different team. a much mote
prepared team and we are playing better, but obviously we
have a tough task ahead of us:'
The task of knocking off the No. I-seeded Pirates doesn't look as impossible as it seemed just a couple of
months ago. UCF finished the season on an impressive
nm., defeating a good Stetson team twice, shutting out
I
Rice (a conference foe ranked No. 2 in the nation at
the time) and taking two of three games from Houston in the final series of the regular season. The main
reason for their success has been its pitching staff,
which held Houston to a team batting average of .228
in three games.
''I think our success down the stretch here has to
do with the leadership on the team and those guys
doing good things;' :Rooney said.. "Obviously we have
played much better and th.ere are a coupie of reasons for
it. We have had timely hitting and great starting pitching."
ECU comes into the tournament claiming the C-USA
regular season crown. The Pirates have an offense that
boasts a .344 tt:am batting average and has belted 94 home
runs on the year. The pitching staffis respectable, striking out 459 batters in 493.0 innings and held a 4.14
team ERA
"I think to win a tournament at some point
you are going to have to beat a lot of good
· teams," Rooney said. "We are playing a
very good East Carolina team and
they are a top 20 team in the country."
The Knights come into
the tou.-rnament with
some pretty big bulk
them.selves. UCF has
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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UCF's Chris Duffy, seen here on May 1, and
the Knights took on ECU on Wednesday.
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GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

c,

beat ECU, they will play Thursday at 8:30 p.m. against either Tulane or
Southern Miss. If they lose, they will play one ofthose teams in the losers
bracket, with the game starting at 1:30 p.m.Thursday.

BAD MEMORIES
The Knights started off the Conference USA Championship against the East
Carolina Pirates, the team that swept UCF in Greenville, N.C. In the 3-game
series, the Pirates outscored the Knights 49-7, hitting 6 home runs to go with a
.439 team batting average.

CONFERENCE PARITY
UCF set a school record with 9 wins in Conference USA. Only 8 victories
separated the Knights from ECU, the regular season champion. The top 4
teams in the conference were separated by just 4 victories.

BRACKETOLOGY
The C-USA Championship is double-elimination tournament. Ifthe Knights

Women's golf
CLIPPERS WIN NBA LOTTERY,
KINGS FALL TO FOURTH

•
•
•
•

SECAUCUS, NJ. - The last player
the Los Angeles Clippers took with the
No. 1 pick, Michael Olowokandi, turned
out to be a bust.
That's not expected from who they
can select this time.
The Clippers won the NBA draft
lottery Tuesday night, moving up from
the third-best chance to earn the top
pick and the right to draft forward
Blake Griffin, the national college player
of the year from Oklahoma.
Memphis vaulted to second and
Oklahoma City will pick third in the
June 25 draft.
Sacramento, which had the best
chance to win the lottery after finishing
with a league-worst 17-65 record, fell
to fourth, and Washington dropped
from second to No. S.
Mlnnesota has the sixth pick
followed by Golden State, New York,
Toronto, Milwaukee, N""! Jersey,
Charlotte, Indiana and Phoenix.
- ASSOOATED PRESS
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Connelly in third after NCAA first round
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

The UCF Women's Golf
team may not have made ,
the NCAA \Vomen's Golf
Championship, but that
doesn't mean the Knights
won't be represented in
Owings Mills, Md
UCF senior Stephanie
Connelly was in a tie for
third Tuesday after the first
round
Connelly, the lone
Knight to qualify for thtfour-round tournament,
had a rough start to her day,
bogeying the first two holes
of the par-72, 6,443-yard
Caves Valley Golf Club.
And although she 'finished the front nine 2 over
par, Connelly bounced
back after the turn.
She shot even par or

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
LATE START

FROM THE COURSE

UCF's Stephanie Connelly was part
of the last grouping to tee off in
the second round on Wednesday.

The NCAA Championship, held at
the Caves Valley Golf Club in
Owings Mills, Md., is four rounds
and will be completed Friday.

Tuesday:

LAST HURRAH
This is the final collegiate
tournament for Connelly, a senior.

better on the first eight
l ..oles of the back nine, and
only a bogey on 18 kept her
from finishing under par
for the round
Her even-par 72 left her
tied for third with Southern
California's Jennifer Song,
Wake Forest's Nannette
Hill and Tennessee's Ginny
Brown.
Connelly, who gr~ up

L___:::,_-=--,tL....a

AT PRESS TIME:
Connelly was 4 over par through 8.

about

35

miles

from

Owings Mills in Pasadena,
Md., said it was nice to be

close to her home.
"It's familiar,
sure,
because I've played here
and played well here,'' Connelly said in a UCF release.
"It's good to just be up
North again. It's an adjustment the past couple of
days because we really
~

Connelly made her
mark on the back
nine,shooting three
birdies to finish the
round at even par.

don't play any courses that
are similar to this in college
gol£
"The rough is much
thicker, it's playing pretty
long and it's longer than we
usually play. The greens are
much faster. It's championship gol£ Regular season
is tough, but this is definitely how a championship
should be set up."
Connelly was one of
UCF's
best
players
throughout the season,

especially during the
spring. After the winter
break, she was UCF's top
finisher in three of the six
tournaments and tied as
the top Knight with May
Tomimbang in another
tournament.
She qualified for the
championship with her
second-place perlormance
in the NCAA East Regional
on May 7-9 in Gainesville.
Connelly teed off in the
final six-person grouping
Wednesday. She started her
second round with Vanderbilt's Marina Alex, Oregon's Cathryn Bristow,
Louisville's
Cindy
La.Crosse, UC Davis' Alice
Kim and Oklahoma's
Kendell Dye at 2:10 p.m.
Wednesday.
Results were not available at press time.
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Team eyes extended success
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equaled an all-time mark
in homers with 66, tying
the 1998 squad, and will
look to provide some of
that power against ECU.
Their power has come
through on the road as
well, with the Knights
recording 21 home runs in
22 games away from Jay
Bergman Field.
Leading that hitting
attack is Shane Brown,
who has a team-high .345
batting average. But it's
been another player that
has stepped up that has
surprised the team: Beau
Taylor.
The freshman catcher
has shot to the top of the
UCF lineup, compiling a
338 batting average along
with four homers and 23
RBIs in 40 games. He's
also getting it done defen-'
sively, having thrown out a
C-USA best 23 runners
this season.
As for the UCF pitching staff. Caleb Graham
has continued to impress
down the stretch. He has
improved his record to 4-2
and is second best on the
team with a 5.83 ERA His
play along with the rest of
the staff will be crucial if
the Knights plan on getting far in the tournament.
"We have played very
well in the second half [of
the season]," Rooney said.
"I think our pitching needs
to continue to improve
and get better."
In a season of firsts for
the program that includes
the most wins (nine) in CUSA since joining the conference and a team-record
for home runs, Rooney
sees the progress that his
team is making.
He has visions of leading this. program to conference titles, regional
crowns and eventually,
Omaha, Neb., which annually holds the College

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF fans get ready for the first pitch of the 2009 season on February 20. The Knights, who played the East Carolina Pirates
in the first round of the Conference USA Championship on Wednesday, will play at least one more game in the tournament.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior Caleb Graham, seen here against Marshall on May 1 at Jay Bergman Field, started for the Knights against ECU
on Wednesday. Graham (4-2) had the most victories of any UCF starter and had 53 strikeouts in 63.1 innings of work.

World Series.
He sees how close this
team is to those goals and
the next step to getting
there starts with upsetting
ECU in the first round of
the tournament.

"People can see that as
we continue to improve,
those things can become a
reality," he said. "It's not
easy in college baseball, I
mean we just went to Rice,
the No. 2 team in the coun-

try, . and shut them out
[May 8]. You can't do that
in a lot of sports, and we
can do that with this baseball team and that's how
this program is continuing
to develop."

A7

Magical ride could
end after this season
The Cleveland Cavaliers
are the best team in the
NBA, having compiled the
best regular season record
(66-16) and sweeping each
of its first two playoff series
against Detroit and Atlanta,
respectively.
Facing their most dauntPADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor
ing challenge of the year,
the Orlando Magic had better hope they can pull out a has worked, with Orlando
series victory.
competing in its first EastBecause their time is ern Conference Finals
since 1996.
running out.
Yes, the Magic have won ·
But without 'I\.rrkoglu,
more than 50 games in each the likelihood that this
ofthe past two seasons, and team has continued sucyes, they have the best big cess is small Even though
man in the game in Dwight he is really awkward-looking, he is able to get to the
Howard.
But that only goes so far. basket consistently and
Forward Hedo Turkoglu draw fouls, one of the key
is opting out of his contract elements of the Magic
after the year, and resigning offense.
So from a performance
him is looking less and less
standpoint,
it
would
likely.
He may love Orlando, behoove Orlando to keep
but he is going to get paid, 'I\.rrkoglu, but from a fiscal
and that is bad news for the one, it's not the right move.
If the Magic did, nearly
Magic. ·
Orlando has more than all of their cap space would
$63 million currently tied be tied up in four players,
up for next season, which and guard Mickael Pietrus
makes it unlikely the team . is already earning most of
will resign Turkoglu to a $13 the mid-level exception,
million- to $15 million-per- and you can guarantee that
year contract, which he will he will be exercising his
command on the open player option for 2011-12.
Signing 'I\.rrkoglu will
market.
The NBA will have a probably preclude the
smaller cap next season, Magic from keeping backand although the Magic up center Marcin Gortat,
will be able to sign him, which would be awful for a
Turkoglu's potential con- team that has almost no
tract would handicap the depth in the front court.
Magic for the foreseeable And forget keeping Rafer
Alston, who is the kind of
future.
Orlando already has guard that thrives in the
more than $40 million Orlando system.
invested
in
Howard,
So enjoy the run, Magic
Rashard Lewis and Jameer fans, and have fun shelling
Neslon for the next four out way too much money
to see games in the ridicuseasons.
The Magic have faced lously hard to navigate
Orlando,
criticism all season and in downtown
the playoffs regarding their because this can't last.
shoot 3-pointers first, ask
Not with 'I\.rrkoglu and
questions later policy. But it not without him.
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The must-see beaches in your area
MIKE BALDUCCI
Staff Writer

ummer is supposed to be .illed with trips to
the beach, relaxing boat cruises and Jong days
ofsurf
Orlando isn't exactly the best place to be for
aJJ that.
Luckily for us, we're no more than 45 min- looking for.
utes from the shore, and there are plenty of
Clearwater Beach: You'd be hardbeaches within a couple hours of UCF that pressed to find whiter sand and calmer
are worth the trek. We picked out four top waves north of Miami. It's one of the biggest
beach destinations near Orlando and gave a
tourist destinations in the world, and for
rundown on why they're the cream of the good reason: the temperature of the Gulf qf
crop.
Mexico is always in the upper '70s and
Cocoa Beach: For watersports, it's the Tampa Bay summer weather is pretty conbest beach near UCF. Consistently choppy sistent with clear skies and 90 degrees.
waves make it ideal for surfing and skimLike Cocoa Beach, Clearwater's centerming, and strong winds from the Atlantic piece is its famous boardwalk, Pier 60. Pier
make it great for windsurfing and kiteboard- 60 is lined by booths and tables rather than
ing. At the heart of Cocoa Beach is its bars and restaurants and is known for its
renowned pier. The pier is a little tame when nightly sideshows and entertainers. It's also
it comes to bars and restaurants, but it's still one ofthe better fishing docks in Tampa Bay.
a nice, relaxing boardwalk with a great view. The Clearwater Beach area and the nearby
Cocoa Beach is unfortunately not as Intracoastal are great for boating; there's
much a home to young crowds as other . even a pirate ship attraction that can take you
beaches, but it's so, close to Merritt Island for a cruise around the gul£
Fort De Soto Parle Beach: De Soto isn't
and Satellite Beach that there's always somewhere to go if Cocoa Beach isn't cutting it. It your typical beach, but that didn't stop Triis also home to Ron Jon Surf Shop, one of the pAdvisor from naming it the No. 1 beach in
biggest surf shops in the area, although it's a the country in 2008. At the southern end of
bit overpriced unless it's surf gear you're St. Petersburg, Fort De Soto Beach is tucked

away in the trees and mangroves. The folks
at 'IiipAdvisor call it "a portrait of tranquility." It's primarily a camping destination, and
its campsites are never far from the shore.
The Civil War fort that the beach is
named for is still intact (in fact, it never saw
any action) and tours are available. There
, aren't any of the usual tourist destinations
nearby, and there are very few restaurants
and stores, so De Soto Beach is more for a
day trip than a quick visit to the beach.
Daytona Beach: The beach may not
have the nicest sand or the clearest water in
Florida, but Daytona Beach is synonymous
with Spring Break for a reason: it is the premier spot for nightlife and beach entertainment. Daytona's clubs, like the Ocean Deck,
are half outdoors, half indoors so you can
grab a margarita in the sun, then head inside
and party with the locals at night.
Daytona Beach is a little touristy, and its
main roads are a tad tackier than the other
Florida beaches, but it's easy to avoid the gift
shops and stick to the nightclubs and beach
bars.
Daytona Beach is known for one thing
that no other beach can claim: it is one of the
only places in the world, let alone Florida,
that lets you drive on the sand The best part
about Daytona Beach is that it seems like
something is always going on there, whether
it's a race at the Daytona International
Speedway or one of its many motorcyclethemed weeks.
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Beachgoers soak up some rays and enjoy
the weather at Pier 60 at Clearwater
Beach.
ARINN BOLIN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Orange You Glad concerts rock Wmter Park
KIM SHELPMAN
Contributing Writer

•
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•
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Matt Butcher and the Dark Romantics

rocked out Winter Park last weekend.

When most ~ple picture Orlando, they usually think
tourists and Mickey Mouse - not our budding local music
scene. The first annual Orange You Glad Music Festival is
trying to change that.
The four-day festival featured more than 50 bands, most
of which are based out of Florida The handful of non-Florida acts included alt-country singer Tnn Easton from Joshua
ee, Cali£, and the indie-pop band Modem Skirts from
Athens,Ga
The festival spanned five different venues across the
Wmter Parle area, and the concert's promoters offered a 16passenger bus that took thirsty, music-loving patrons from
venue to venue.
"I love the fact that they provided a shuttle,'' psychology
major Meritta De Padova said "TI1ey support local music
and driving sober. It makes me want to pat the promoters on
the back."
The opening kick-off party at Will's Pub on Thursday
night boasted performances by the Modern Skirts and
Orlando-based band The Pauses.
' Some of Friday's performances included the wildly
entertaining experimental band Happy Valley, who played
at the Peacock Room. The band was equipped with balloon
suits, light-up helmets, a keytar and a toilet paper shooter.
If.

Rachel Goodrich - a quirky, kazoo-playing chanteuse
from Miami-also played on Friday at Will's Pub. She drew
in one of the biggest crowds for the entire festival While
wielding her mandolin she called for a "happy dance party''
and had nearly the entire crowd jubilantly shaking their
moneymakers.
On the other side oftown at Redlight Redlight, Lakelandbased group The Dark Romantics sealed the night off with
their dark and steamy melody-driven indie-pop.
"My only ~ppointment was that there were too many
bands I wanted to see with overlapping sets," digital media
major Emma Durand said "I left the Mills area to see The
Dark Romantics at Redlight Redlight, but I also really wanted to see Spirit Bomb. They were playing at Lou's Lounge at
the same time.''
Will's Pub featured a predominantly alt-country lineup
on Saturday with Matt Butcher; Thomas and Olivia Wynn
and Trm Easton
Orlando's Matt Butcher started off the night by sere nading his fans with an acoustic performance. His soft, soothing
voice guided the crowd along through his heartbreakingly
beautiful lyrics.
''I think the Orlando music scene is often overlooked,"
Butcher said 'We are living in the shadow ofLou Pearlman
and Mickey Mouse. They cast very large shadows."
PLEASE SEE
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Fringe Fest brings culture to town
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JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Staff Writer

Counter Culture
by Tyler Gillespie
Our lifestyle columnist mourns
the passing of carefree summer
days as college students are
increasingly being pressured to
move up the professional
ladder; even during months
where tanning oil and sleeping
in used to top students'
agendas.

Liner Notes

by Ashley Carnifax
New music for free? Yes, please!
Our online editor reviews
Taking Back Sunday's three
preview tracks from their
upcoming album (out June 2).

HorrorPops
by Kirn Shelpman
Twirling skirts and shots of
Jager mean there was nothing
scary about this spunky
rockabilly concert at the Social.

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

TERMINATOR SALVATION (PG-13)
The fourth installment of the
Terminator series follows an adult
John Connor (played by Christian
Bale) as he attempts to organize a
human resistance force which could
prove to be humankind's last true
hope for survival in the war against
their intelligent robot overlords.
Directed by: McG
Starring: Christian Bale, Sam Worthington,

Anton Yelchin, Bryce Dallas Howard, Moon
Bloodgood, Common, Jadagrace, Helena
Bonham Carter

Courtesy 20th Century Fox

NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM: BATTLE
OF THE SMITHSONIAN (PG)

When the Museum of Natural History
is closed for upgrades and
renovations, the museum pieces are
moved into federal storage at the
famous Washington Museums.
Security guard Larry Daley (Ben
Stiller) infiltrates the Smithsonian
Institute in order to rescue Jedediah
(Owen Wilson) and Octavius (Steve
Coogan), who have been shipped to
the museum by mistake.

Everyone wins at this
year's Orlando Fringe Festival
The 2009 Orlando
Fringe Festival will once
again grace Loch Haven
Park, the Orlando Repertory Theatre and the Lowndes Shakespeare Center
from May 14 through 25.
This year's theme, play lottery, offers 100 percent
uncensored, accessible and
nonjuried original performances, according to
the Fringe Web site.
"People like to say that
there's not a lot ofculture in
Orlando," said Genevieve
Bernard. the associate producer of the Orlando
Fringe. "That is, except for
the Fringe."
The 18th annual Orlando Fringe, which is the
longest-running Fringe festival in the U.S., will host 67
shows this year with a cast
of more than 2,500 performers ofdance, music, art
and theater. Shows range
from local performing
companies from as close as
Oviedo, to national and

Orlando
artists
•
rm.press
at festival
FROM

AB

''.As an artist [from
Orlando] it's hard for people to take you seriously;' he
added. "There have been
times where rm on the road
and people ask where rm
from. When I say where,
sometimes people snicker
because they don't associate good music with Orlando:'
After Butcher, Thomas
Wynn, another Orlandobased artist. took the stage
with his sister Olivia
The brother/sister duo
also performed an acoustic
set. Thomas played guitar
and belted out his lyrics
with a soulful intensity,
while Olivia added a subtle,
sweet harmony.
"I've been blown away
by the amount of talent I
have in my own back yard."
said De Padova. ''I usually
complain because most
artists don't even visit Florida when they're on tour.
Maybe I should have been
paying more attention to
what I have around me."

international acts from as
far as Toronto.
"There's something for
everyone at the Fringe,"
Bernard said
Aside from seeing performances in theater-like
settings, the Fringe also
offers performances outside in Loch Haven Park for
free. Food, drink and merchandise vendors line the
outskirts of Loch Haven
Parkas well
This year, the festival
will host events for children. The Kids Fringe will
take place on the "Green"
venue in Loch Haven Park
during the day on Saturdays and Sundays and perform
child-appropriate
shows. This year, members
of the Blue Man Group will
perform "The Girl Who
Never Ate Soup," an interactive choose-your-ownadventure-styled fairy tale.
Inside, visitors can find
a room dedicated completely to art, called the
Visual Fringe. Here local
and visiting artists alike
showcase their work, all of
which is offered for sale. A
total of12 pieces of art from
the VJSual Fringe were sold

RACHEL WILSON / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Movin' Melvin Brown performed a preview of his singing and tap dancing
comedy show on the free stage during opening night of the Fringe Festival.

on the first day of the festival.
Among the artists showcased in the VISUal Fringe is
Heath Starling, an Orlando
native.
''You really get a wide
audience mix here," Starling said. "It's a great place
to showcase your work to a
creative, fun crowd, and
meet other talented artists."
This is Starling's second
year showcasing his work
at the Fringe. He said he
plans on continuing to
showcase his work at the
festival in the future.

"There's just such a variety of creative subject matter here;' Starling said. "rll
always come back even if
it's not for exposure, but
just a social thing."
John Hefner, a 26-yearold actor from Washington
D.C., has returned to Orlando to perform at the Fringe
festival for a second time.
"Orlando is one of the
best festivals because of the
big crowds," Hefner said.
"People come out because
they want to see shows
they've never seen before.
There's a good spirit in this

community."
Hefner is performing in
his self-directed solo show
this year, called the Hefner
Monologues. According to
Hefner, his show is a comedy about taking control of
one's life.
Tyler Fite, a 22-year-old
graphic design major, is
excited about returning to
the Fringe to see the different performances this year.
"The general atnlosphere that the Fringe festival presents is great," Fite
said "It's very open and
inviting."
His favorite performance from last year's Fringe
festival was Reefer Madness, which is a satirical
musical about the effects of
marijuana.
Fringe performances
begin as early as ll a.m.
each day and last as late as
midnight.
Fringe goers must purchase an $8 button for
admittance into the festival
before buying $10 tickets to
individual shows.
For more information
about shows, show times
and prices, visit orlandofringe.org.

Future staff summer reading list
Got some extra time
on your hands now that
24 and Lost are over?
Need something to read
while you are relaxing
on the beach this summer? Forgot what it is
like to pick up a book for
fun. rather than class?
The Future staff is
here to help you choose
the perfect book to get
you through the midsununer heat wave.

Fight Club, the novel
traces the recovery of
Shannon. a disfigured
former-model
struggling with adapting to
life without beauty. In
typical Palahniuk style,
the puzzle pieces of this
non-linear story start to
fit together the further
you get into the book,
leaving you in suspense
along the way:'
Ashley
Carnifax,

Online Editor
The Pact: a Love
Story by Jodi Picou1t
"Before 3 a.m. one
November morning, the
Golds and the Hartes
were closer than neighbors, but as the plot
unfolds through Chris'
trial, the families are
torn apart, unable to
understand a suicide
pact that left daughter
and Chris' girlfriend
Emily dead. Confusion
and shock will leave any
reader intrigued and
unable to put this masterpiece down as Picoult
winds a story of a love
and loss so strong any
romantic would be
entranced"

Kari Wilberg, Editorin-Chief

Invisible Monsters
by Chuck Palahniuk
"From the author of

Tb.e Blind Side: Evolution of a Game by
Micbael Lewis
''When the Baltimore
Ravens
selected
Michael Oher in the first
round of the NFL Draft,
it marked the culmination of one of the better
stories you will ever
read
Lewis examines the
story of Oher, a homeless child who was
adopted by a well-to-do
family from Mississippi
and then blossomed
into one of the best
offensive tackles in college football. If you pick
this up, you can forget
about anything else on
this list, because nothing
is going to come close to
being as good as this
book."
A Game of Thrones

by George R.R. Martin
"If that series about the
hobbits and the trees that
talked and everything were
actually any good, it might
come close to being 10 percent of the awesome that is
Martin's series.
Political intrigue? Check.
Royal families? Check. Murder and war? Oh. God yes.
Dragons? You'll have to read
to find out. This series is better than anything you will do
all sununer:'
Padrick Brewer, Sports
Editor
Tb.e SocietyofSby Susan
Hubbard
''This story holds themes
of self-discovery, mystery
and even supernatural elements as the main character,
Ariella, narrates her story. It's
also a great read knowing it
was written by a UCF English professor."

Tamra Martin, Opinions
Editor
A

Thousand Splen.did

Suns by Kbaled Hosseini
''In a beautiful and heart-

wrenching novel about the
plight
of
women
in
Afghanistan. Hosseini tells a
story about mothers and
daughters and women who
become best friends that parallels the beloved tale of the

fathers and sons of his previous novel, The Kite Runner:'

Jennifer Ross, Opinions
Editor
Echo by Francesca Lla
Block
"I am warmed and
inspired by Echo's personal
growth throughout the
novel As Echo grows older,
she goes through losses and
gains, learning through a set
of unique paints, an angelwinged boy and a white
horse. I have never been able
to connect with a character
more."

Ashley Inguanta, Photo
Editor

IV: A Deca.de of Curious
People and Dangerous Ideas
by Chuck Klosterman
''This book is a collection
of stories written by pop culture writer Chuck Klosterman over the last 10 years. It
is broken up into three sections -- his factual articles
written in a variety ofnational publications, his opinionated editorial pieces, and his
attempt at fiction. The book
is a genuinely interesting
read for anyone interested in
modem pop culture."

Sam Gardner, Slot Editor
- COMPILED BY ASHLEY CARNIFAX

Directed by: Shawn Levy
Starring: Ben Stiller, Amy Adams, Hank

Azaria, Robin Williams, Ricky Gervais,
Owen Wilson, Ed Helms, Christopher
Guest, Jon Bemthal, Bill Hader, Alain Chabat, Robert Ben Garant, Thomas Lennon

. , _ . . . . -I
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and Race Book

Night at the Museum: Battle ofthe
Smithsonian:The IMAX Experience
(PG) IMAX Screen Showtimes
12:30am

Dance Ride
(PG-13) 12:01am

Night at the Museum:
Battle of the Smithsonian
(PG) 12:01am

Tenninator Salvation
(PG-13) 11:30am 12:00 1:05 1:302:00 2:25
2:55 3:504:204:50 5:15 5:45 6:45 7:15 7:45
8:15 8:45 9:4510:1510:4S 12:30am

MEMORIAL DAY
MONDAY, MAY 25TH
FRH ADMISSION
50C HOT DOGS, 50C son DRINKS. 50C BHR

CPromouons Good Dav and NiuhtD
This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Good Thro June. 30, 2009)

Angels & Demons
(PG-13) 11 :55am 12:30 1:001 :35 2:05 3:15
3:45 4:15 4:45 5:20 6:30 7:05 7:30 8:00 8:30
9:40 10:10 10:40

Next Day Air
(R) 12:20 2:40 4:55 8:05 10:25

StarTrek:The IMAX Experience
(PG-13) IMAX Screen Showtimes
12:45 4:00 7:00 9:55

StarTrek
(PG-13) 11:45am 12:151:453:005:006:15
6:45 8:20 9:20
OLP (Digital Projection) Showtimes
7:4010-50
Open Captioned Showtimes
3:30 9"50

Ghosts of Girlfriends Past
(PG-13) 12:102:50 5:30 7:5510:30

X-Men Origins: Wolverine
(PG-13) 11:50am 12:55 2:35 4:10 5:256:55
8:10 9"3510:55

Obsessed
(PG-13) 11:40am 2:20 5:057:5010:35

Monsters vs.Aliens 3D
(PG) Digital 3D Showtimes
12:05 2:30 5:10
-

Listings for Thursday, May 21

-
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Options abound
after graduation
I

n these times of economic uncertainty, college
students need to establish a backup plan long
before graduation. If one is
not implemented, the alternative could be working at a
drive-thru, asking customers
if they'd like fries with their
burger.
Or even worse, college
graduates may have to deal
with not having a job at all.
The thought process of
the average college student
probably goes in the order of
attending a higher institution
for four or more years to
receive an education, working hard for a diploma and
ending it all by receiving the
dream job immediately after
graduation.
Graduating from college
does not guarantee a top job
afterward. In fact, it promises
nothing.
Many undergraduates
look toward continuing higher education in graduate
schools as an alternative. It
may not be the frrst option,
but it does offer financial
benefits to keep students
afloat when job opportunities are low.
According to Workforce
Central Florida, the unemployment rate in the Orlando
Metropolitan Statistical Area
stands at 9.9 percent. This
has more than doubled since
2008, when unemployment
in the area was at 4.7 percent.
With degree in hand, the
college graduate is left to
their own devices. If they
haven't grown up yet, facing
the prospect of
unemployment may leave
graduates in a necessary
state of culture shock
So what other choices
exist besides the 9 to 5 work

grind? Plenty, if students only
take the time to look around
to find what's best for them.
Graduate schools are providing fellowships, teaching
assistantships and waivers to
some students who are
accepted into their program.
This could be a financial
relief to debt-ridden stud~nts
who did not have aid available to them as undergraduates.
A selection of funds provides graduate students with
paid tuition and others give
enough assistance for them
to live on while attending
college.
UCF offers fellowships
with the added bonus of
health insurance benefits, a
benefit that isn't always
promised to those with fulltime jobs.
Graduate school may be
the best option. It guarantees
stability, and students know
what to expect. Reading
textbooks and writing papers
is something that never
ehanges.
If continuing the college
road leaves a bitter aftertaste,
government programs stand
as alternatives.
Why not take advantage
of a government program
that can offer assistance during times of a slow hiring job
market?
Joining the military is one
choice, but there are other
less permanent career paths
such as AmeriCorps and the
Peace Corps, too.
Choosing these as options
not only allows graduates to
serve and give back to others, but both also provide
benefits that could help
recent grads.
AmeriCorps exists as a
government organization,

allowing participants to provide a service nationally.
Service actions can
include helping victims of
Hurricane Katrina or going
into poor communities to
help enhance literacy.
What are the other benefits to AmeriCorps? Try a
modest living allowance to
go along with the work.
Some people even receive
housing.
After 10-to-12 months of
completed service, the person receives $4725 to pay for
college, student loans or
graduate school.
'
The Peace Corps, another
governmental organization,
takes service to a global level.
Time required of participants runs longer than
AmeriCorps, up to two years,
but the potential benefits are
also greater.
It offers the opportunity
to travel to other countries,
which may not have been
financially possible for college graduates before.
A living allowance is also
given to match the community.
Student loans can be
deferred, and in some cases
canceled, while in thePeace
Corps.
The Peace Corps also
allots $6000 to use after
returning to the states.
Although college students
may be adults, graduating in
a time when uncertain
employment lingers around
the corner truly tests one's
maturity level
Opportunities do exist for
college graduates besides
standing in long job fair lines
hoping for a position. Plan
ahead. It could help in not
being labeled as another
unemployed statistic.

Ne\1\7 policy best
for registration
I!

T
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he new "drop, swap
and add" policy, which
was officially put into
effect this week, is a change
for the better.
Students who put off
making any fiflal decisions
about their schedules until
the clock strikes midnight on
the last day of the registration pe,r iod are being forced
to become more proactive,
which is something that
everyone can benefit from.
The ability to drop and
swap classes ends today, but
students will have until Friday night to add those classes that were dropped at or
before 11:59 p.m. tonight.
The option to drop a class
during the last few moments
of the registration period,
leaving an open seat that can
never be filled, has been
eliminated. It forces the "If
we can wait, we will," attitudes of many students to be
put to rest. Those who eyeball a class every half hour in
the hopes that someone will
change their mind will finally be able to sign up.
According to Dennis Dulniak, the University
Registrar, even if students
have class on Friday or Saturday and are unable to
attend the class at least once
before the four day
drop/swap period is over,
they still have until the next
business day after their frrst
class meeting to drop it. The
only catch is that they have
to go the Registrar's Office
dd drop the classdn person

DAN JONES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Poor programming
infects TV viewers
our analog bunny ears,
Look to the person
now digital converter
on your left. Now, look
boxes.
to your right, the front
And as YouTube gains
and behind you.
speed, it has snuck into
Remember their
our television and allied
faces, because chances
with cable to launch its
are four out of every
attack.
four of them have
The Internet and
watched television that
cable, of course, have
very same day.
their intelligent baring on
And the televised
KONSTATIN RAWIN
Contributing Columnist
modern society.
infections they may
Fox News, CNN and
carry might just be
MSNBC, God bless their
crawling on you this
naive little souls, have used the Web
very instant.
to get more in touch with their audiSound scary? Not if you look at
ence through opinion polling, local
it practically.
stories and other feedback.
If you look at television throughBut it has also been used to show
out the decades, you have to admit,
how a transfixed, confused man by
we've gone from long:lived sitcoms
the name of Perez Hilton got photos
that either make us laugh or teach
us about life to silly, sexually
of Jessica Alba's up-skirt shot and
charged penis or fart jokes in the
drew all over it using Photoshop.
This is interesting and fulfilling
atmosphere that t..lie producers
deem "reality."
why?
That's not to say that penis jokes
The playing field has switched
aren't funny.
from America telling producers
what they like to see, to producers
But it seems that television has
taken a turn toward catering to the
assuming what America needs to
audience, and although history may see and pushing it on to the viewing
public.
reflect that this has always been the
case, the perceived audience has
Even the History Channel has
changed
·
sold out. It has begun to abandon
TV has gone from being repreits priceless and vivid lectures on
sentative of mainstream America to
conflicts, cultures and civilizations
a superficial fad of a Paris Hilton or
long lost but not forgotten for shows
about lwnberjacks who curse words
Flavor Flavish essence.
We used to laugh at people's
that haven't yet been discovered
crazy escapades as they made their
But let's be realistic. How many
way off of a bad dismount on Amer- bleeps can we hear in a one-hour
ica's Funniest Home Videos. But
interval?
now, we sit in awe with our mouths
Have we really revolutionized
what we watch on TV or just how
open as Bret Michaels explains to 15
we watch TV? Or, more importanthalf-naked girls that all he looks for
ly, has TV devolved how we
in a woman is a caring personality.
He then proceeds to instigate fights
respond to our wants and needs
from television?
among them while commenting on
It all lies in what we see as benehow nice their racks look
ficial and harmful or, for that matter,
And although we have two
sources for acceptable and filthplain useless to our eyes and ears.
Yet, it seems that the amount of usebased television, primetime and
cable, respectively, we are slowly
lessness beamed into our living
rooms has increased tenfold since
seeing the latter creeping under the
fence between our cable box and
our Cabbage Patch years.

ON UCFNEWS.COM ·
rather than online. Simple
enough.
The biggest downfall to
the new policy is that when
students drop a class after
the drop/swap period has
ended, the course gets counted as a withdrawal, and the
student has to pay for the
class, according to Dulniak.
UCF students should take
comfort in knowing that the
late registration fees and
add/drop policies of other
Florida universities are considerably more drastic and
have the potential to cost
students larger sums in the
end
For instance, even while
their registration periods are
ongoing, students at the University of South Florida and
Florida State University must
pay a $100 late registration
fee for every class they sign
up for after classes begin,
according to university Web
sites.
Students at USF have five
days to add or drop classes
from the day they begin, but
students at FSU have three
days before their schedules
are set in stone. The University of Florida, conversely,
gives students two days to
finalize their summer schedules, but is generous enough
to grant five in the fall,
according to the UF Web
site.
UCF will be the first
Florida university to implement a "drop, swap and add"
policy that gives students
four days to drop afid swap,

followed by one additional
day to add classes.
This new policy may even
help bring UCF's student-toteacher ratio down. As classes become fuller, the university will receive more
funding through tuition. This
increases the likelihood that
more professors will be hired
and class sizes will be
reduced
According to the Princeton Review, UCF has the
highest student-to-teacher
ratio of any Florida university at 29.9-to-l.
This figure can easily be
overlooked when considering UCF has approximately
50,000 students enrolled and
is the sixth largest university
in the nation. But UF, which
has a student population
exceeding UCF's, has a lower
student-to-teacher ratio of
21.:1.
Despife class sizes, however, it's ,always going to feel
overwhelming when registering fot classes at a university with a student population nearly a fourth of the
size of Orlando.
Whether students are
making their decisions four
days or five days into their
new class schedule, they will
be dropping, adding and
swapping until the last second
Breaking up the monotony and giving students an
opportunity to add that final
class after everyone else has
had their say will help them
graduate that much sooner.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Tuition Will Increase
1S Percent This Fall
Being an international student
here at UCF, this increase could
cost me my future. I am paying
out-of-state tuition as is and 15
percent now and probably more
in the future would mean the end
of my college career.
INTLUCF

(

der is even worse, and especially
when we're talking about the murder of innocent children. And
even though you may disagree on
that definition of abortion, that is
the definition of abortion that
Catholics believe in, therefore
honoring a man who supports
abortion is simply something that
a Catholic institution should not
be doing.
JULIE

The Catholic church is moral
and that's all they have. The pope,
cardinals, and bishops live in
almost shocking opulence while
they tell poor people that pick
I have to disagree with your
through the garbage to survive
article. Notre Dame is a Catholic
that they can't use condoms to
institution. Catholics believe that
prevent
conception of children
life is sacred and that life begins at
they
can't
afford to feed They tell
conception. Thus, for Catholics,
people
with
HIV not to use conabortion is equivalent to murder.
doms,
so
innocent
wives are
Therefore, anyone who supports
infected.
Catholic
priests
molested
this (as Obama indeed does) is
thousands
of
young
children
not a good candidate for a commencement speaker at a Catholic around the world and the church
hierarchy protected them, allowuniversity. Imagine if the presiing them to continue molest.
dent of the USA was someone
What
kind of morals exactly are
other than Obama, someone that
you
talking
about? God entrusted
strongly supported a citizen's
women with the ability to bring
right to own a slave, would this
children into the world It is a
hypothetical president be a good
sacred
trust between God and
choice to speak at our University?
them.
It
is not the business of the
No. Because we believe in freechurch.
dom and condemn slavery. Well,
of course slavery is evil, but murLUCIEN

Patriotism Wavers at
Notre Dame Protest
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered
for publication, letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may
edit for length. Submit them online at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax
them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-~-4558.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m.. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

Online 24 hrs/day:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifi.eds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fux: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS
VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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BARTENDERS WANTS).
$300 a day potential. No Experience

Ncx Ra:µred - We WI Trail
NO FEES INVOLVED
www~.locaamk.net

Java Engineer.tOeveloper

•

•

•

•

31.2.5 Tcmnhouse 1 mie from LJCF
~ ~ - Corrm.rity
pod. 1 car garage. Avaial:E
s1a1irg May. Cal: 954-663-6298
3,2 neat, clean, ~ yard
14837 Sussex Dr. Or. 32826
Bike 1o LJCF $950 m:>. + $800
sec. dep. Non srnokera, no pels.

Java Ergineer/Devebper
epcSoluoons, Ire., a leoo3r i1
RFID software design ard
~ in RFID retaier
CCJITµia1ce, assettra::l<irg ard
RFID sro.Jrity. ~ for
deperdable self slartas with
desie br suxess, ctlle 1o 1ravel
ard wfrg1o v.akhcrd. Wi trail
rg-l!ca-ddale. Nov.orl<irlg ~
re::. Atwty 10 mlilHask is a rrust
k:leal in:ivrlJal wil have a BS, cr
soon graliJale, with kroNledge of
Java.NET, XML, RFID, Woo
Sefvices, Object Orienta:t
fll1eth:xblogieardtclrlia"with
MS-SQL, GlassFISh, Liferay and
Ecipse isA+PLUS. Ofter a
anipelitive saay, benefits, s10ck
qJtior1s an:t a goo! atrrosphere
br q.ialified 1eam pla)es.
On OU" learn, ;ou wil design an:t
rrpement Pa11et-based GUls,
depoy sys1elTis lo GlassFish
~ servers, design and
rrpement ba:k-erd system
i1legalion with sys1ell1s, such as
SAP, JD Edwads ard Ora::le, ard
design ard inlJlernent ha,dield
appicaliot IS i1 .NErforWn:lows
Mobile DEMces. Trose interesled,
please forwa-d }Olrr»M letter
ard ResuneCV to:

Fantasy Sporls Con-µ:!ny ioomJ
f o r ~ ard1alented sports
fa,s lo µomole prod.ds 1hs
surmer. Generous 001 dI lissions
pad v.hle hallirg ful! Interested
pa'1ies please serd oorDi i1b 1o:

407421-7344

31.2.5TH Kitilen, W/D,
c:::U::muse, pod. Near LJCF.

bn.c.e@~.com

423-ffi?-5718

$1350Alo'ail.Alg
Call Ronald '.?JJ5.772-5f:57 cr
ronak:llaptista@bellshouth.net

HAIR MODELS NEEDED!
Or1a1do Premere Show
Male & Female 1ByrsiMoclel Call-Sat JLne 6
In Rosen Plaza lobby
From 6:o'.H3:00 PM.
II/lust be avaiEije for
Show dales Ju,e 7 & 8
Qra--ge Co. Coov. Center.
Call LElSie (704) 588-1679 cr
(704) 502-5398

STUDENTS WITT-I

125 HelpWanted:Part-Tnne C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tane C
175 Business Opportunities B
200 For Rent Homes
B
225 For Rent Apartments
B
250 Roommates
A
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

Rm
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

400 Services
500 Announcements

600 Travel'
700 Worship
BOO Misallaneous
900 Wanted

B

A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

Each addl issue:

UCF Area House for Rent
412, wlwaPrer and ct)-er. 2 car garage.
Pet are web:lme. Call for Move i1
Specials $1300 m:>. Call 407-e48-8409.

"**www.~.neremarl res.me lo
info@d:g:layaftElmon.net

321-438-1354

FURN,W.O, CABLE, PVf BATH.IN 212. UCF10 MIN $400,MN
$300sec,+10Jtil PETS OK
STEVE 4072674982

LAKES. $600MO INCL PREF

NON-SMOKING lJCF SliJDENT.
CALL (561 )7(n.7231
9 month lease availaJle at
Pegasus Pointe,$580tnonth, 2
bed 2 bathroom ~ from

August 19- May 8,2010.No

appicaliot"1 fee or deposit requre:l.Cal me at 419-215-5845 or
nalaieben ISlei l89@y.:h:lo.com.

407-300-4732

campus Crossi~Alataya

A beautiful 3 Bed 2 1/2 Balh
tm.mome availctlle near UCF
Main CarrpJs. Home is flJy
funshed ard has a one car
garage and aiveway with
!rl'.iool1al parkqJ in1he
COITTTR.nity. Please ronlai Maia
at 407-405-6592 cr msga2.8@ool.c:om for more i11ormation.

4 Bed TO\NITlOITle next lo UCF.
Rates S1l¥t at $440. Text "Naff¥i!
lo 47464 for rrore info. Slandad
carrier rates may~

UCF!NE ORLANDO
Cololial Pointe l..l.lxuy Aps
1 & 2 8ectooms Free W/D, pod,
fitness renter, pa!ios.
2300 Eron Ci: 407-679-0C.61

Ashrglcn Park h:u.es for rent
near l.JCFI 3/212 $1200hronth
4.Q.52 w/ pod $1800tronlh
(407)482-8598

TOINITlOITledoselo UCF. Gated
COITTTUlty. 2 td. 1.5 bath w/ loft
1 car~.Avail 1stofAug.

FREE CABLE AND FREE WATER
included In you- rent for your
choice of a one bedroom or two
bedroom condo la"llt In a well

$1250hro.-H>.d. Cal 407~6-3383

maintained commu,ity localed
near the 408, 417, UCF,
Valencia, Bary Unlveraity, Full
Sall Contact Bobbie WIit,

RENT. (407) 339-2933

VlctDl1a Equities REalty &
Maliage,,ietlt Co. 321-6893612.

lJCF AREA- Walk 10 Classes.
1 b: 1 ljh_ 600 &I- 1t. $39!:>tro.,
rerova!Bd, $525,tno. 1 MO. FREE

2 rooms avail. in a 3'2 house

rooms notfunshed. Begrrt-g
August Located i1 RM=r Pai< on
Dean t:tw. 50Ari\Ersity. $600tn

UCF AreanewTOWNHOMES
Tie firs, clrgs tcm,al aph;es,
resv park, 21>2b, 1 ~ lease $750
& $875,tro list rro+sec dep. 321536-5430 jm)aka.,;@gnai.com

incl. uti. call 561-354-8388.

Rocm fa Rent i1 furished 4 bd
h'.lme. 1 mile to UCF off Univ.
1ntemet, catie, util. ro.
$500tnon. Avei NOW.
Cal 772-{359-27W

N"ice 3 bedQ balh home for rert.
Just 5 mn.des from LJCF. Al
~ irl.ded. $1:m.tno.
call 407-6950061 cr 407-595-0062

Rooms for rent in 6
becroom home. Bennd LCF.
lntemetCable, utiities, W/D,
dsrrNasher, OOITYTllrily pod,
$550/lTxnh. August lease
available fa 09/10 s::hcd yew!
Mf: Cal 407..fJT&fRHT or

AvaiiatjeAugust D ~ in

(2)ROOM.S FOR RENTM.00i1
31.2.5 TO'NNHOME IN AVALON

Seekrg reseam partq'.lan15 for
ecicational study. Ean $60 for
one 5eSSKlll (aw-o>dma!Bly 5
to.rs). Location: Research Park
Emai or call Natale for rrore info:
natalie.steilhauser@navy.mi cr

www.workforstudents.com

Mf' wanted 2 rooms available
in flmished ~ home on fa!(e.

Sherwood Forest 32
$950mo
Close lo LJCF. W/D, dishwa5her ro.
Cal 407-007-2900 ex 40'2-200-7577
Ashrgbn Park. 1-tJmes for rent
41212. ~ August 1st,
$1600tnor1h plus utililies.
Call 407-4064644

Gust Svd Ma-ke1irg: Intl Co
eJ<µardrg in So. F l a ~
hefl(u. 18+. $200)i. per month
stat pay. Cal 'oT7-7fQ--62fJ7 on
llfal &Tues rx'fy between 1OAM
ard 4PM cr ~ cr,ytime oni1e

Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700

Call Z39-7U7-4448

raµa:!. Cal 321-383-4075

Interviews i101croo.

..

Ploce yt)lE ad in minulesl

all fcdities. Awr0X $2,000 per

p,r DogJy Daya:re associate
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
VetA<emel Exp. a plus!
Locations in 01croo ard Sa,bld

Errployment@epc:SoUi:>ns.com

PlalEl ,ax ad in minutes!
www.Kng,tNewspapers.cxxnk:lassified

lhenlen0027@yahoo.com

month irdudes deeri1g service,
pidLres and details.

ardRef:~.

Big Bran Work! Corrµ.l1er Sciero3,
Math, & ~ Maps Wanted.
PTH AA:J1iec1 Resec¥d1Assoc:iales.
Please emai dqobs@ara.com

$450 Rooml 3 rooms
available! Includes ALL
Utilities, Cable and lrdemel
1 Master Bedroom w/ Prtvale
Bath. Localed off 408 &
Gold8I d'Od. Washedciyer incl
FuDy FURNISHED. Lageyad
& Garage. Cal 964 684.2682

Walled Corrm, 6 nvns to UCF.
$500mo Incl ullL Non-Smoker,
sec sys, pool & 1Emls.
Available Immediately. Email
keamk@e.i il:Jaqi 1.aiL::om or

WrileALGGeneva@ool.com for

5 3
2

l...ookirg for F fUCll1TT1cde to live i1
412,5 home located be1m UCF.
$400 plus spit util. lndt.d i1tmt &
cable. Has W/D, walk~n cbsels,
ard nioo ,aj tJortrood. Contrt
Na1y at 407-683-7413 cr
natyp84@!J11clil.com

Professional seeki"g roommate,
$E50 a month flat One room, East
01croo- Wataford Lakes, for
LJCF Stu:lent cr Professional. NO
Reis. 1st & lclSt rmnth DEPOSIT.
Paro, P!Mcyba:kycltl, W/D,
Secuity & Fire sys, lAN Lile,
Wreless Net, Tied wkarpeled
rooms, 3/212 spit-plan. 2 smal
oogs. PIGS available. LOCAL
ONLY! 407.252.5557
You- own sute w/ walk-in dose!,
pivale bath. In Gated oorrm.
w,pool. Ga-age. Ftn &de..-i
roommales. F orly. $395 a rron.
Cal407~

Room avail in Fuly Furished
h'.lme. 1 mile from lJCF. ~
tbq, util. ird. W/Dwifi reedy
Females pref. $550hro. Monttiy
leasrg avail. 813-788-3869 or
813-956-5148
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Puzzles by Pappoco,n

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

5

7

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Old boys
4•nIHada
Hammer'" singer
Lopez
9Toone side
14Computer
program suffix
15 His 2,297 RBI is
a major league
record
16 Second longest
African river
17 Wonderful
sheep-fleecing
job?
20 Heels
21 Annoy
22 15-Across was
one in .21 of his
23 seasons
26Waycool
27 Org. with some
lighlweights
30 Sheltered side
31 Wrapped up
33 Part of a celestial
shower
35 Offers a view
37 Rodgers's
partner before
Hammerstein
38 Gets Dolly the
sheep to defect?
42OldVHS
alternative
43 Pack animals
44 Enter anew
47Quickcut
48 Sitter's challenge
. 51 Letters before a
, pseudonym
52 Syncopated
musical work
54 Cause to reel
56 Pursues
59 German bread
60 Use a young
sheep as a beast
of burden?
65 Noodle products?
"6 6 Carpentry pin
67Glasgaw
negative
68 Man with a
mission

69 Ivory's partner, in

song
70 Start of an
afterthought

By Sefton Boyers

DOWN
1 Agave liquor
2 Say 'Whew!; say
3Hypo

4 Roofing material
5 Type of sheet or
session
6 Wilde country:
Abbr.
7 Standard
8 About to endure
9 Give the nod (to)
1o Theyte potted
11 Most sweaters
and jerseys
12 Source of
chutzpah
13 Took the trophy
18 Salaam's carrier
19 Jack of old
Westerns
23 What 10-0own do
24 Rent-a-<:ar choice
25 Kidney-related
28 Brought into the

world
29 Works on the
wall?
32 Angler's gear
34 Ergo
35 Thumbs-up
36 Elegant
swimmers
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Last issue solved
38 Overly compliant
39 Went aftor
40 Send out
41 Seville snack
42 Top of a two-plec:e
45Commend
46 It's right on the
map
48Crillerlna
Tennessee
Wilrlamslille
49 "Gypsy" star, 1959

50 Delwd Into

53 CryslaHined rock
55 Toothpaste type
57Listento
58 Start to appeal?
60 Waiter's reward
61 Nabokov novel

62Tango
complement
63 Egg source
64 English cathedral
IOINO

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

lll!I!J

Homes

Tc,,,,,rmme nea-reN l.CF med
s::hcd. $148,900- 3 bectoom,
25 bath. Galed v,,;u, YMCA
meoi:letshp. Cal Cmsty cr
Rq;jer 407-857{;535

1 room avail. in 4.Q.5 belm LJCF.
AB lrdu:!ed: Eledric, Qtile,
l..al.l1dly, elC. $385,tnonth +$20 fa
utifities. Non smokirg, roo
ciiti<ing. a-.istial1 cmrer.
CaD:407..f:1»47'37

212.@ Peg. l.a-drg
Af3AP ex 7/1.00- 7/31/10
$620tno. 407-791-3341

The LDfts..Ft.ty R.mished-1/1 cr
212.Aix available! o.vn battroom,wak-i1 dose!, i11ernet & cable
Pn::le neg. Al Amaities lndu:led
Call Natalia 954 608 25.'?8

•
•
Log on:
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

7

7

•
Ca\\ in:
407-447-4555

4

9

www.Krtj11Newspaper.comt:lassifieds

Gyrmasli'.;s Cocdl Needed

8

6

8

Rm.I
$J.3
$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

3
8

HORSES
Spa::iotJs, pretty, 3,2 ow Mobile
Home with screened pcl!d1 on 5
beautifli a:res n:iJcles goo!
ban, 4 pasli.res. !age rtirg
rirg, pets web:Jme. Need 3
stu:len1s with h:lrses cr lxlard
yOlJ" h:lrses ard S1l¥t yOlJ" ooirg
dlb here with ful4ine cKX:ess lo

Aro, da-1ce 1ea::her in 1°"4>-h)p. Begadvalced,chtten-a:Ut. Exp. and ref.

at ooolstudenlworkcom.

•

lllkA
$9
$6

First issue:

4

ulities ard ~ else.

Looking for summer
work in Soulh Rorida?

! •

C

t-ln1as Resave Cord) fer rent
1100 SF 2 bed-2 balh. Lpslars
ero Lritwith W/D. $1cxntncril.
cal D..-i 407-230-2219.
AvaiaJle M.00

Part-tine cr R.1-time
Sales Experience a Berefit but

407-831-6963

•

100 HelpWanted:General

7

SALES HELP NEEDED!

•

Rate

100
Neoossary. Tranrg Pro'vided.
l>ga 18 + OK 800-9656520 X 1&.

•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Walk in:
I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite #100

Orlando, FL 32817

(,

All

May 21, 2009 • wunf ~ ~

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

12024 ROYAL WULFF LANE ORLANDO, FL 32817
-------~---------------
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